ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
SPECT is a technique used in nuclear medicine for detecting a certain number of degenerative diseases. Usually, the SPECT image based diagnosis consists in comparing the reconstructed activities in two regions of interest. However, the reliability of this comparison is reduced due to noise in the measures. Modern SPECT scanners employ iterative image reconstruction algorithms such as the Maximum Likelihood Expectation maximization (MLEM) described in Ref. 1 and ordered subsets-expectation-maximization (OSEM) described in Ref. 2 . The MLEM has attracted considerable interest in the area of emission tomography as it produces images with better quality than other techniques. MLEM has the ability to incorporate corrections of artifacts that are common in nuclear medicine images. In fact, due to the reconstruction process, the impact of measurment noise in the reconstructed activities is unknown. The influence of noise on the reconstructions is quite difficult to be evaluated. Several solutions have been proposed for quantifying the noise in the reconstructed images. Much of the literature (see e.g. Refs. 3, 4 and 5) discuss noise and resolution properties as a function of specific algorithms and iterations. In Ref. 3 Budinger et al.,  propose an empirical method for predicting the noise, but this method concerns only reconstruction algorithms that involve a single back-projection procedure. In Ref. 4 , Qi and Leahy, analyse the resolution and variance properties of MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) reconstruction methods and investigate their properties at a fixed point of the objective function rather than as a function of iteration. In Ref 5, Fessler et al. analyse the mean, variance and spatial resolution at a fixed point of the objective function. The resolution and noise properties are computed at the fixed point using partial derivatives truncated Taylor series approximations. These results are independent of the particular optimizing algorithm used and require only that the algorithm be iterated to effective convergence. While resolution and noise prediction has potential uses across a range of applications, calculation of the predictions is computationally expensive. What we propose in this paper is an experimental setting allowing to highlight the ability of an interval-based extension of the conventional MLEM algorithm to achieve a reliable quantification of the reconstruction error due to random variations in the measures. This paper will be structured as follows: In section 2, we present the statistical reconstruction technique (MLEM). In section 3 we present the new interval valued projection operator. In section 4 we recall some interval arithmetic operations. Section 5 describes the NIBEM algorithm. Section 6 presents the experiment with the numerical phantom fantom and shows the ability of NIBEM algorithm to provide a noise quantification.
STATISTIC RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
The algorithms used in SPECT are intended to reconstruct a distribution of activity from summations along various directions. It is therefore an inverse problem whose numerical modeling led to the resolution of a system of linear equations. Let I = (I 1 , ..., I N ) be the activity vector of the N pixels to be reconstructed and S = (S 1 , ..., S K ) denote the measured activity associated to each of the K detector positions. Radon is the theory used to write each projection as a linear combination of all values of the image to be reconstructed:
ρ k,n is an element of the Radon matrix and represents the probability that a particle emitted at pixel n will be detected by the detector k. P is a linear projection operator based on K × N Radon matrix. A dual back-projection operator B can be written by using the transpose of the same Radon matrix:
The inverse problem does not admit a unique solution unless the modelization is perfect and there is no noise in the aquisitions. Thus, by definition, it is an ill-posed problem in the sense of Hadamard. Several statistical solutions have been proposed in the literature that inverse the model and minimize the impact of statistical noise and missing data. Such statistical method is the iterative algorithm MLEM descibed in Ref 1. This technique uses a probabilistic formulation of the reconstructed problem taking into account that the measured projections follow a Poisson statistics. At each iteration, the MLEM algorithm updates an image to produce another image whose agreement with the measurement is increased. This process is obtained by computing a ratio between the measured and the estimated projections. The ratio is then back-projected and multiplied by the image reconstructed at the previous iteration. The MLEM algorithm can be defined by the following equation:
To simplify the algorithm, MLEM could be written as follows:
where B * is the linear normalized back-projection operator based on the transposed Radon matrix. · / and = are term by term operators. MLEM algorithm reduces the artifacts around the region where the concentration of radiotracer is high. Moreover, this algorithm improves the SNR in the region where the activity concentration is low.
INTERVAL BASED PROJECTION OPERATOR
In Ref. 6, Rico et al. propose an interesting alternative for modeling the projection operators used in the classical reconstruction algorithms. This modeling is based on replacing the discrete Radon transform by a Hough transform. This replacement allows a reliable representation of the uncertainty induced by a poor knowledge in the impulse response of the detectors. It also allows to truly represent the fact that the measurement space is discrete. This representation is obtained by considering a coherent set of sampling models instead of one single sampling model. As shown in Ref. 6 
, the bounds of the interval valued output projected vector [S] = [S, S]
can be easily computed by mean of a Choquet integral. This new projection operator is denoted P(I) and the projection operation is written: 
INTERVAL ARITHMETIC
We present the interval arithmetic operations used to extend the MLEM algorithm to interval valued data. Let 
-Dual multiplication and division described in Ref. 9 are as follows:
The extension of these operations to interval valued vectors is straightforward. Let 
with • ∈ { , , , }.
A NON-ADDITIVE INTERVAL BASED EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION (NIBEM)
The goal is to preserve the quantification properties obtained by the projection and back-projection operators by extending the reconstruction technique MLEM. NIBEM is the interval based extension of MLEM method when considering the interval-valued operators P and B. Therefore, the additive aggregation operator used in equations 1 and 2 is replaced by a non-addive Choquet integral-based aggregation operator. NIBEM consists in computing an interval-valued image that is in agreement with the measured activity values. This process is very similar to MLEM algorithm but accounts for the fact that the projection and back-projection operators are intervals-valued. In fact, the arithmetics operators are replaced by their interval-valued counterpart. The NIBEM algorithm is given by:
where i is the iteration number and [I i ] is the reconstructed interval-valued at the iteration i. In equation 11, the measurement are considered as being precise. Meanwhile, we can, without any loss of generality, replace this precise measure S by an interval valued measure [S] . A straightforward method to obtain this interval valued measurement vector consists in assuming that the measurements are Poisson distributed and considering the 99% confidence interval of each component of the vector. The Minkowski operator could be replaced by the dual operator .
EXPERIMENT
The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the ability of the NIBEM algorithm to estimate the noise in the reconstructed activity. This experiment consists in simulating the acquisition (see Fig. 1(b1, b2) ) of a phantom composed of three zones (A, B and C) (see Fig. 1(a1, a2) ) having the same shape but different levels of activity. The activity within each zone is uniformly distributed. The background has no activity. Two experiments are achieved by choosing different activity ratio between each zone. In the first experiment, we choose a ratio corresponding to acquisitions leading to visual difficulties in the diagnosis (the activity levels are too close to be differentiated). For this first experiment, the activity ratios are chosen to be 5 4 between A and B and 3 2 between A and C. For the second experiment, the ratio are chosen to be closer to acceptable experimental conditions, i.e. leading to a non ambiguous diagnosis. Within this second experiment, the ratios are 7 3 between A and B and 5 between A and C. A is the reference level that defines the signal to noise ratio since each acquisition is corrupted by a Poisson noise. Three reference levels of activities (low, medium and high) have been chosen to simulate real medical settings. For each simulated acquisition, the noise level is characterized by a coefficient variation (CV) computed as the inverse of the square root of the mean count rate in projection data that differs from zero. The noise level in the acquisitions correspond to a CV ranging between 4-57%. Thirty acquisitions have been simulated for each activity level. Every acquisition is reconstructed with the iteration reconstruction process till the convergence of the median image (in Euclidian norm)(see Fig. 1(c1, c2) ) to the original image. The median image is computed as being the real valued image whose pixel activity is the median of the interval valued activity of the corresponding pixel in the reconstructed image. We can see at Fig. 1(d1, d2, e1, e2 ) the 3D of the original and the reconstructed median images. Due to the phantom, the reconstructed interval-valued activity of each pixel within a zone can be considered as a realization of the same random variable. An estimate of this activity can be represented by simply averaging every interval-valued activity in the considered zone. Then, comparing two interval-valued activities can be reduced to detect the intersection of the two mean intervals. When the intersection between two interval-valued activities is empty, the activities are considered different. If the intersection is not empty, the fact that the activities are equal cannot be rejected. To implement the comparison, we manually select the three zones in the reconstructed images. For the image j, the zones A, B and C are denoted respectively A j , B j and C j .
is the mean interval-valued activity of the zone A j . The same acts for zones B and C. Two different scores S a and S d have been used for evaluating the ability of the interval-valued reconstruction to quantify the noise level by testing whether or not it allows to associate two zones having the same activity and to differentiate two zones having different activity. S a rates the correct associations between two similar zones of activities and S d rates the correct differentiations between two different zones of activities. Table 1 and Table 2 show the percentage that corresponds to scores S d and S a obtained for different levels of activity. The obtained scores in Table 1 correspond to the chosen ratio between each zone that leads to a visual difficulty in the diagnosis. As in Table 2 , the obtained scores correspond to ratios that leads to a non ambiguous diagnosis. As shown in Table 1 , the differentiation between zones having very close activity levels is quite difficult. As in Table 2 , a total differentiation between the reconstructed activities has been obtained and the differentiation score decreases slightly for a high noise level. In both experiments, the score S a shows a reliable association of two zones having the same activity level regardless of the noise conditions. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed an experimental settings for evaluating the ability of associating and differentiating different levels of activity. From these experiments, it appears that the error quantification reflects the difficulty of reliably differentiating two zones having very close activity levels. Indeed, the method allows a reliable association 
(a2) (b2) (c2) (d2) (e2) Figure 1 . Shows the original image that consists of three zones A, B and C with different levels of activity (a1, a2), computed noisy projections (b1, b2), reconstructed median images with NIBEM algorithm (c1, c2), the 3D original images (d1, d2) and the 3D reconstructed median images. First and second lines correspond to the experiment where the distribution of activities among the three zones lead visually to a difficult differentiation. Last two lines correspond to the experiment where the difference between activities among the three zones is almost visually detected. of two zones having the same activity level, whatever the noise conditions are. However, the possibility of differentiating two zones having different levels of activity depends on the signal-to-noise ratio. Future work should focus on comparing the NIBEM algorithm and a reference technique developed by Fessler et al. in Ref. 5 . For this comparison to be as reliable as possible, it will be applied on a real realization of the proposed phantom.
